


Spin Master, a leading global children’s entertainment company, is excited to reveal its innovative 

portfolio of toys, entertainment franchises and digital games for 2021. Best known for 

award-winning brands Air Hogs®, Bakugan®, Hatchimals®, PAW Patrol®, Kinetic Sand®, GUND®, 

Rubik’s Cube® and as the toy licensee for other popular properties including Monster Jam, 

Batman, Supercross, Wizarding World and League of Legends, Spin Master continues to be at the 

forefront of evolving trends, creating exceptional play experiences and capturing the hearts and 

minds of children around the world. In addition to toys, Spin Master’s entertainment creative 

centre produces compelling multiplatform content, stories and endearing characters, including 

the preschool success PAW Patrol and Netflix original series Mighty Express™ - entertaining 

children in more than 190 countries. Spin Master also has an established digital presence 

anchored by the Toca Boca® and Sago Mini® brands, which combined have more than 40 million 

monthly active users. 

 

At Spin Master, we’re reimagining where imagination can take us –  

take a look inside to see what we have in store for 2021.

For more information or high-resolution images, please contact:
Tammy Smitham | VP, Communications and CSR 

Caleigh Anthony | Director, Global Communications 
Lauren Colt | Public Relations Specialist

mediarelations@spinmaster.com 

                  moc.retsamnips

@spinmaster
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For over three decades, Air Hogs has been 
synonymous with innovation and high energy 
excitement. Breaking boundaries and defying 

gravity each year, Air Hogs continues to produce 
award-winning, exhilarating, high performance 

vehicles and flight products, spanning all  
ages and skill levels! 

GRAVITOR 
Age 4+ / SRP $19.99

Fly with the power of your hands! Gravitor lets you unleash 
gravity defying movements with the power of your hands! 
Use your hands or body  to control Gravitor and master 
countless tricks, such as the shoulder slide, kick flip and 
sling shot. With durable construction, the Gravitor will 

bounce and rebound without damaging walls or furniture.

F21

JUMP FURY 
Age 4+ / SRP $39.99

Catch extreme air and jump up to 22 inches in the 
air with this all-new innovative RC vehicle.  Go wild 
indoors and master epic stunts such as 360 degree 

spins, flips, drops, rebounds and more! The innovative 
performance wheels are so soft they won’t scratch 

walls or furniture so it is safe to play indoors. 

F21
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GEOGAN RISING COLLECTIBLE ONE PACK
Age 6+ / SRP $9.99

GEOGAN BRAWLER 5-PACK
Age 6+ / SRP $29.99

Add extra battling power to your Bakugan game play with 
all-new Geogan. Rising from the depths of Vestroia, these 
mysterious characters are unlike any Bakugan you’ve ever 

seen. Featuring new shapes and awesome translucent 
details, each Geogan has a unique transformation. Play a 
Geogan during your brawls and launch a surprise attack 

to defeat your opponent. Over 60 Geogan to collect. 

Expand your Bakugan collection with two exclusive 
Geogan, three Bakugan, six BakuCores and collectible 
character, ability and Gate-Cards. With everything you 

need included in this epic set, you can brawl straight out 
of the box. Featuring new shapes, translucent details and 

unique transformations, Geogan add a powerful new 
element to your game play. Drop your Geogan onto the 
included Gate-Cards or BakuCores to make it pop open 

and transform into the fierce creature you’ve seen in the 
show on Netflix!

S21

BAKU-TIN 
Age 6+ / SRP $19.99

This premium hexagonal storage tin features awesome Bakugan artwork and 
comes with two mystery Bakugan. Remove the lid to reveal your Bakugan and 
discover two layers of storage space to hold everything you need to brawl. There’s 
room inside for up to six Bakugan from your collection, two 40-card decks and 12 
BakuCores. Use the lid to activate your Bakugan – roll your characters on the lid 
for pop open Baku-Action! With blue or gold Baku-Tins available, the Baku-Tin is 
the perfect collectors item for Bakugan fans.

S21

S21
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Geogan Rising is the third season of the new Bakugan 
franchise. Following the success of the previous two seasons, 
Season 3 introduces a new mysterious species of Bakugan 
known as Geogan. The Geogan are an ancient species that 
come in a variety of shapes and explode into super powerful 
monsters. In the battling game, they are summoned into 
battle to provide epic power-ups. Some special Geogan can 
even combine together to create the ultimate Dragonoid 
evolution – GeoForge Dragonoid!



GEOFORGE DRAGONOID
Age 6+ / SRP $39.99

Introducing the all new GeoForge Dragonoid. This 
Dragonoid features six individual exclusive Geogans,  
an exclusive die cast Dragonoid, six ability cards,  
two BakuCores, a Gate-Card and a character card. 
Combine 6 Geogan and die cast Bakugan to 
build GeoForge Dragonoid. Armor yourself for 
epic battles.

F21
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BATMAN BAT-TECH 4 INCH FIGURES
Age 4+ / SRP $7.99

BATMAN BAT-TECH 12 INCH DELUXE FIGURE
Age 4+ / SRP $19.99

Get ready for action-packed Bat-Tech missions and battles! Open 
the box to discover your figure, a cool collector poster and three 

mystery accessories hidden in compartments. Find gauntlets, 
shields, blasters and more (plus rare and super rare accessories) 

to armor up your figure for exciting Bat-Tech missions. Each 4-inch 
Batman articulated action figure also comes with a collector’s guide, 

so you can easily keep track of your collection. 

This Batman figure is packed with epic features to discover 
including large bat wings that expand, accessories that light 

up and over 20 exciting sounds and phrases. Place the blaster 
and Batarang into each of the figure’s hands and get ready to 

defend against the Super-Villains of Gotham City. Pull the lever 
on the back of the figure down to make Bat-Tech Batman’s wings 
transform and pop open. To activate the lights and sounds, press 

the bat symbol on your figure’s chest and watch as the symbol, 
parts of the Batsuit and the weapon in the right hand all light 

up. Close the wings by pushing the lever up and continue your 
missions on the streets of Gotham City. 

S21 S21

BATMAN BAT-TECH 2-IN-1 BATMOBILE
Age 4+ / SRP $19.99

Take your Batman missions to the next level with the Bat-Tech 
2-in-1 Batmobile and Bat Boat! When there’s trouble in Gotham 

City Harbor, launch the Bat Boat. Simply lift the Batmobile’s 
hatch and pull out the Bat Boat to deploy. Compatible with the 
Batman 4-inch Action Figures, load the Caped Crusader behind 

the wheel of his sleek transforming vehicle and speed right 
into action. Equipped with blue Bat-Tech details and everything 

Batman needs to keep Gotham City safe, this iconic Batman 
vehicle is ready for epic adventure as the Batmobile or Bat Boat.

S21

BATMAN BAT-TECH 12 INCH FIGURES
Age 4+ / SRP $9.99

Each action figure features 11 points of articulation, 
a cloth cape and detailed comic styling that brings 

your favorite Batman characters to life. Engage your 
imagination and pose your action figure as you play out 

your own Batman storylines and battles! 

S21

Following a successful first year with the DC Batman license 
including a Toy of the Year nomination for the 4-Inch figures, the 
iconic Batman franchise gets a whole new look with the Bat-Tech 
theme. This year, Batman is more high tech than ever before. His 
villains have evolved and stepped up their game. In order to save 
the day once again, Batman must outsmart his villains with cutting 
edge advanced gadgets and accessories that will light up the night 
sky and reveal all evil hidden under the cloak of darkness. 
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BATMAN BAT-TECH  
TRANSFORMING BATCAVE

Age 4+ / SRP $99.99

Get ready for adventure after adventure after 
adventure with the Batman Bat-Tech Transforming 

Batcave, a child-size figure (measuring over 30 
inches tall) that transforms into a playset. With 10 
different areas to play, the set features interactive 
sounds activated by the elevator that goes up and 
down through the levels. The playset is compatible 
with the TOTY nominated 4-inch figures and comes 

with an exclusive Batman figure.

F21

F21

BATMAN ALL-TERRAIN  
RC BATMOBILE

Age 4+ / SRP $54.99
From the streets of Gotham to the streets of your 

neighborhood, this all-terrain remote control vehicle 
features performance tires that will conquer any 

terrain – mud, grass, snow or even drives on water! 
Compatible with all 4-inch Batman figures. 

Super-Villains beware!
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Cool Maker™ puts the OMG in DIY! With 
innovative products, kids can express 

their individuality and create their very 
own fashion accessories and crafts 

like bracelets, necklaces, body art, hair 
extensions and on-trend nail designs. 

GO GLAM U-NIQUE NAIL SALON
Age 8+ / SRP $25.99

SHIMMER ME BODY ART
Age 8+ / SRP $25.99

Introducing the new GO GLAM U-nique Nail 
Salon. The only at home nail salon that lets you 
personalize both your manicure and pedicure 

any way you want. Keep up with the latest trends 
by stamping single icons and letters on each nail. 
Can’t decide between cupcakes or hearts? Now 
you can mix and match like never before. Scroll 

through each pattern pod to select exactly which 
icon you want to stamp. Personalize 260 nails with 
over 120 unique designs. The GO GLAM U-nique 
Nail Salon includes a dryer, storage and portable 

stamper for nails on the go.

The new Shimmer Me Body Art is a DIY studio that 
allows you to create and apply flawless temporary art 

designs to your body. The innovative foil roller lets 
you magically transfer beautiful iridescent foil directly 

onto the body to create shimmer designs. Roll over 
top of a skin safe and flexible tattoo base to transfer 
the foil. It is as easy as, stick it, roll it, glitz it and rock 
it. Each set includes 180 design adhesive transfers, 

four unique design rollers and glitter and gem 
stickers to add an extra shimmer to your look.

F21F21
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ETCH A SKETCH FREESTYLE 
Age 3+ / SRP $21.99

Draw and paint anything with the Etch A Sketch Freestyle. The 
world’s favorite drawing toy has transformed with a magic 
two-part pen stylus that’s easy for kids to grip and draw with, 
a classic tip and brand new paint brush tip. The all-new screen 
is sensitive to brush strokes for added creative play. With 
the Etch A Sketch Freestyle, kids can express their creativity 
without any messy clean up. Simply shake to erase and 
start all over, or push the handy erase button on the back to 
instantly erase. Etch A Sketch Freestyle’s lightweight and slim 
design is perfect for travel.

F21

For over 60 years, Etch A Sketch® has been shaking 
things up, spanning generations. Inducted in the Toy 
Hall of Fame in 1998, the classic red-frame drawing toy 
has become a household name, providing screen free 
fun for all ages. Spin Master has continued its promise 
of delivering its unique “Spinovation” to the brand each 
year, finding new ways to keep the brand fresh and fun.
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DELUXE ROOM SET
Age 3+ / SRP $14.99

Bring the magic of Gabby’s Dollhouse to life with the Deluxe 
Rooms (each sold separately). Bake in Cakey’s Kitchen, relax in 

MerCat’s Primp and Pamper Bathroom or catch some zzz’s in Pillow 
Cat’s Sweet Dreams Bedroom. Each set features fun interactive 
surprises (Cakey Cat spins on top of the cake!) and includes two 

dollhouse deliveries, furniture, accessories and more. Compatible 
with Gabby’s Purrfect Dollhouse for added play.

GABBY’S DOLLHOUSE 
Age 3+ / SRP $64.99

Gabby’s Purrfect Dollhouse looks just like the one you see 
on the show. At over two feet tall and with four floors of 
play, there’s so much to explore. Discover fun music and 

sounds, a dollhouse delivery system, a working cat-a-vator 
and flip back roof. Includes two figures, eight pieces of 

furniture, two dollhouse deliveries and three accessories. 
The deluxe room playsets (sold separately) slide in for 

added play.

F21

F21

GABBY’S MUSICAL EARS
Age 3+ / SRP $13.99

Just like Gabby’s, this magical musical cat ear 
headband is purrrfect for cat-tastic adventures! Bring 
the magic of Gabby’s Dollhouse to life in a pinch with 
these Magical Musical Ears. Press the cat ears to see 
them light up and hear Gabby phrases, music and 

sounds or become a cat with Meow Mode!

F21

From the Netflix Original Series, produced by 
DreamWorks Animation, Gabby’s Dollhouse 

leads preschoolers from room to room 
through a fantastical dollhouse of delightful 
mini-worlds and irresistible kitty characters. 

Bring Gabby’s Dollhouse to life with the 
lineup of engaging dolls, playsets,  

plush and more.
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Download the Gabby’s 
Dollhouse App from  
the Apple App Store 
or Google Play



OH SO SNUGGLY™
Age 0+ / SRP $12.00 - $20.00

ANIMATED KISSY THE PENGUIN™
Age 0+ / SRP $40.00

The Oh So Snuggly Collection combines a cuddly plush 
friend with soft quilted features reminiscent of a security 
blanket to give baby the most snuggly plush friend that 
helps them feel safe and secure at naptime. Each Oh So 
Snuggly plush is understuffed and made from premium 
soft baby plush in pastel colors with safe and adorable 

embroidered accents. Quilted texture on body, feet and 
ear accents promotes tactile play. The Oh So Snuggly 
collection includes a Hippo, Bunny and Puppy and are  

available in two sizes.

Animated Kissy the Penguin is the sweetest, most cuddly 
baby penguin that loves to blow kisses! Press Kissy’s feet to 
hear her sing and move her wings along with the song or 

play an interactive kissing game. Kissy lifts her wings to her 
beak and back down in a “kissy” motion to teach baby how 

to blow a kiss! Kissy has safe embroidered features,  
super-soft wings and a huggable body that is safe for all 

ages and ready to be baby’s best friend right from the start.

S21 S21

For more than 120 years, GUND® has established itself as a premier 
plush company making loveable plush toys and novelty items since 1898. 
Huggable and classic with innovative designs, GUND is best known for its 
super-soft teddy bears that make the perfect gift for everyone. 
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TINKLE CRINKLE COLLECTION™
Age 0+ / SRP $8.00 - $119.00 SLEEPY EYES OWL SOOTHER™ 

Age 0+ / SRP $35.00
The Tinkle Crinkle Collection is a fresh, energetic collection of 

plush baby toys with contemporary prints on premium fabrics 
that promote soft, safe, and fun tactile play for all ages. 

Inspired by and named after our all-time best-selling colorful 
caterpillar, each piece of the collection carries the spirit of the 

original with an updated look to fit modern nurseries  
and appeal to new generations of friends. From the  

award-winning activity gym to the soft and smushy activity 
ball, there is plenty to enjoy. In Fall 2021, discover two new 
items baby will love - Tinkle Crinkle Caterpillar Essential 14” 

and The Play Together Toy.

Drift off to sleep with the Sleepy Eyes Owl Soother! 
Perfectly at peace, our soft and cuddly owl features sleepy 

eyes, soothing sounds, tranquil melodies and gentle 
lights to relax baby. The owl’s eyes will slowly close and 

encourage baby to fall asleep. Customize your baby’s sleep 
routine with two modes including 20 minutes of continuous 

play to soothe baby off into dreamland.

S21
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COZYS™ 
Age 1+ / SRP $22.50

Cozys are cuddly companions made from 
premium fabric that’s as familiar as hugging an 
old friend. Available in Elephant, Puppy, Koala, 

Kitty Cat, Bunny and Lion plush animals.

S21

TOOTHPICK™ BEARS 
Age 1+ / SRP $15.00

Toothpick is an adventurous and friendly bear who 
loves showing off his unique characteristics to his 
many friends! His huggable, thin tag-a-long body 

makes him a great play partner while his soft plush 
makes him an equally perfect cuddle buddy. From 

Stripes to Confetti to Ripple - collect them all!

F21

F21
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Our most beloved bear is celebrating his 40th birthday in 
2021! For four decades, GUND fans have loved snuggling up 

with Snuffles’ unique crescent moon design that lets him look 
into their eyes with every hug. We’re commemorating this 

adorable icon on his Ruby Anniversary with a special limited-
edition red plush fabric Snuffles that feels like hugging the 

most luxurious cloud ever.

SNUFFLES® 40TH ANNIVERSARY 
Age 1+ / SRP $40.00

F21
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P.LUSHES PETS™ 
Age 3+ / SRP $9.99
Glam Happens Here! P.Lushes Pets are fashion-inspired designer plush 
from all around the world who love to look their best. This stylish squad of 
fabulous fashionistas has all the cuddly softness of a beloved stuffed animal 
combined with high style, witty names and unique personalities to collect 
and adore. Luxe, premium fabrics and a sparkling collar enhance their 
aspirational fashion-inspired looks. Collect them all, including the Limited  
and Special Editions.

F21



SESAME STREET® PEOPLE IN YOUR  
NEIGHBORHOOD COLLECTION

Age 12M - 4Y / SRP $20.00
The happy monsters of Sesame Street are all about helping 
kids grow smarter, stronger and kinder. We’re celebrating 

the everyday, hardworking heroes with our “People in your 
Neighborhood” plush collection.

S21
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PAW PATROL™ CHARACTER PLUSH 
Age 1+ / SRP $4.99 - $29.99
The heroic pups of PAW Patrol are ready to save the day as 
cuddly, collectible GUND plush! The whole gang is here in four 
new sizes featuring wide, shiny eyes and big, embroidered 
puppy smiles as they get ready for another adventurous 
 day with their friends. Available in 3.5”,6” and 9”.

S21 F21

DANCE AND PLAY ELMO AND TANGO 
Age 12M - 4Y  / SRP $40.00

Elmo has a new adorable furry friend – Tango the dog! Elmo 
and Tango love to dance and play together. This new  
super-cute and soft animated Sesame Street plush 

celebrates the friendship and adventures of Elmo and his 
new friend, Tango. Press Elmo’s foot and Elmo and Tango 
dance and play in two different play modes, incorporating 

three songs and six different fun sequences!

F21
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HATCHIMALS  
COLLEGGTIBLES  
WILDER WINGS  

Age 5+ / SRP $2.99 - $19.99

These adorable Hatchimals characters 
feature the most beautiful large wings 
that all mix and match. There are over 

10 styles of Wilder Wings, including 
angel, flower, bat, cloud, split wings and 
more. Plus, there’s even more surprises 
to discover: a wild new hatch and nine 

different wing features like gummy, 
sugar glitter, printed and more! Each 

new egg has a wing-inspired design and 
the Wilder Wings can be found on the 

outside of the egg. Crack the front of the 
egg to reveal your wild new friend. Then, 
easily attach their wings. With 50 Wilder 
Wings Hatchimals and six Wilder Wings 

Pixies to collect, add them all to your 
collection. Available in 1-pack, multi-pack 

and 12-pack egg carton.

HATCHIMALS PIXIES  
WILDER WINGS 

Age 5+ / SRP $9.99

These super stylish Pixies each have 
their own unique stunning fabric wings 

with bold patterns and a special new 
reveal. Every Wilder Wings Pixie has a 

different look, two themed accessories 
and comes in a new style of egg. The 

egg’s clear lid gives you a hint at which 
style of Pixie is inside – she comes 

wrapped inside her gorgeous wings. 
To start hatching, crack the heart on 
the front of the egg and remove the 

lid. Once you lift the lid, the wings pop 
open, revealing your perfect Pixie! 
Plus, there’s a 1 in 10 chance you’ll 

reveal a bonus sparkly ring inside the 
egg for you to wear. Accessorize your 
Wilder Wings Pixie with her super cute 

accessories, like trendy sunglasses  
and a purse.

WILDER WINGS  
PIXIE RIDERS 

Age 5+ / SRP $14.99

The Wilder Wings Pixies Riders all have 
large glittery wings with gorgeous 
colorful details, and now you can 
decorate them with all-new wing 

accessories. These wild Pixies feature 
poseable heads and legs, and come 

with a matching Glider they can really 
ride. Wilder Wings Pixies Riders have 
a magical unboxing experience. Easily 

attach the included wings and wing 
bling onto your Pixie and Glider and 
customize their looks any way you 

want. Plus, you can even mix and match 
accessories on all of the Wilder Wings 

Pixies Riders.

S21 S21 S21

A glitter storm has swirled through Hatchtopia, 
transforming the Hatchimals’ and Pixies’ wings 

into Wilder Wings. In Spring 2021, discover 
fashionable and trendy Hatchimals characters 
featuring the most beautiful expanded wings, 
which all mix and match! Cuteness overload!  

In Fall 2021, Hatchimals get an adorable  
shimmery baby makeover with all-new 

iridescent shimmer designs.
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HATCHIMALS COLLEGGTIBLES  
SHIMMER BABIES

Age 5+ / SRP $3.49 - $19.99

PIXIES BABYSITTERS
Age 5+ / SRP $9.99

Discover an all-new way to hatch with baby surprises. The 
new eggs feature surprises including wing colors that tell 
you their birth month. The egg base snaps together with 

accessories to create a stroller or bassinet. There are 40 new 
Shimmer Baby Hatchimal CollEGGtibles to collect.  

The 12-pack egg carton also becomes a nursery playset 
 for your adorable new babies.

The Hatchimal Pixies are here and ready to look after 
their adorable new baby Hatchimal friends. Their egg 
also transforms into the perfect babysitting hangout. 
There are six new Pixies to collect and each includes a 
Pixie Babysitter, a baby Hatchimal, an egg playset, two 

accessories, a bassinet, a BFF locket, sticker sheet and Pixie 

F21

PIXIE TWINS BABY RIDERS 
Age 5+ / SRP $15.99

The Pixie Riders have transformed into adorable 
baby Pixie twins. There are two unique themes 

to collect, mermaid and unicorn. Each Pixie Twins 
Baby Riders comes with two cute baby Pixie twins, 
a Hatchimal Glider and four themed accessories. 
The egg tranforms into a baby bassinet and the 

reusable packaging becomes the perfect playset.

F21

CRYSTAL FLYERS 
Age 5+ / SRP $31.99

Watch as your Pixie magically takes flight right 
from your hands! You have the pixie power to 

make your Crystal Flyer dance in the air. The new 
light on the Crystal Flyer creates an even more 

magical experience. 

F21

F21
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ICE CREAM SCENTS CONTAINER
Age 3+ / SRP $2.99

Kinetic Sand Scents just got a whole lot sweeter! Inside the Ice 
Cream Cone Container, discover two delightful scents of all-natural 
Kinetic Sand that combine to smell just like classic ice cream flavors: 
Mint Chocolate or Strawberry Banana. Pop the ice cream scoop off 
of your container to reveal 2oz of each scented Kinetic Sand color. 

Use the ice cream lid and cone as molds and store your sand inside 
when you’re finished playing.

The #1 sand brand globally, Kinetic Sand is the original, 
squeezable sand kids just can’t put down. It stimulates 

imagination, allowing kids to mold it and shape it to create 
incredible sand creations over and over. It flows through 
your fingers like a slow-moving liquid, but leaves them 

completely dry. Kinetic Sand never dries out and it sticks to 
itself, not kids, for long-lasting play with easy clean up.

ICE CREAM TREATS SET
Age 3+ / SRP $14.99

Serve up your own scented Kinetic Sand treats 
with the Ice Cream Treats Playset. This playset 
includes three colors of scented Kinetic Sand, 

six different tools and molds and six fun 
topping accessories. Choose from the playset’s 
Strawberry (pink), Chocolate (brown) or Vanilla 

(white) sand and scoop it from the  
freezer-inspired tray, just like in an ice cream 

shop. Create a waffle or cookies inside the 
press, or use the ice cream cone to mold some 
delightfully scented soft serve and customize  

with the topping accessories.

S21

S21
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KINETIC SAND SURPRISE 
Age 3+ / SRP $5.49

Inside the Kinetic Sand Surprise, reveal a mini mystery 
playset and tool hidden inside. Each container includes 
6oz of all-natural Kinetic Sand and one of four themed 

playsets. Discover a Dragon, Unicorn, Tiki-Volcano or Yeti. 

F21

SANDISFACTORY SET 
Age 3+ / SRP $19.99

Discover all-new tools and molds to create even 
more Kinetic Sand creations. Flow, mix, cut and 
mold the sand with the included nine tools, two 

molds and four colors of sand.

F21 F21

SUPER SANDBOX SET 
Age 3+ / SRP $79.99

The ultimate Kinetic Sand play space that doubles 
as a container to store more sand than ever before! 
This portable playspace includes built-in features for 
continuous play and 10lbs of colored sand. Use the 
included nine tools and molds to flow, cut, mix and 

create with the brown, blue and green sand. 

DINO XCAVATE 
Age 3+ / SRP $5.49

Dig through black sand to reveal dino bones and 
pre-historic treasure! Pry open your mystery crate to 
reveal your sand and dig to discover your dinosaurs. 
There are three different dinos to collect and build, 

and four treasures to find!

F21
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Build and customize your own Monster Truck, the 
Grave Digger! Includes official BTK tires, a pullback 
motor for speed and suspensions for landing those 

big jumps. Customize by using the giant sticker 
sheet, placing the stickers any way you want.

Build more than just cars! Our new 10-in-1 Multi Model is 
all about fast, performance vehicles, including a wide range 
of cars, boats and planes. Customize your favorite vehicles 
with two sticker sheets, including fierce flames and a sleek 

contemporary design! Create and rebuild any way you want. 
Comes with 200 parts, 2 real tools and 2 sticker sheets to 

customize your vehicles.

MECCANO JR. MONSTER 
JAM TRUCK 

Age 5+ / SRP $29.99

10-IN-1 MULTI MODEL:  
RACING VEHICLES  
Age 8+ / SRP $19.99

F21 F21

One Supercar, 25 possibilities! Meccano’s model car kit gives curious young 
minds total freedom to build a Supercar 25 different ways! With souped up 
features like a 6 V variable speed motor and flexible LED light piping to direct 
light anywhere you want in your build. The Supercar is not just fun to make,  
it’s fun to play!

25-IN-1 MULTI MODEL: SUPERCAR 
Age 10+ / SRP $39.99

F21

Recognizable at a glance, Meccano is the classic 
metal construction system that educates as it 

entertains. Build a new generation of models with a 
new generation of colors. Use your imagination to 

build models with real mechanical abilities.
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Since 2019, Spin Master has been delighting fans and collectors with detailed, innovative and high 
quality official Monster Jam product that lets fans create epic stunts, just like in the live show! And 

2021 will be no exception! This year, fans can expect even more innovation and play with our all 
new RC, truck playsets and stylized die-cast collector trucks. Real toys, real action, Monster Jam!

STUNT DIAL PLAYSET 
Age 3+ / SRP $19.99

 With the turn of a dial, this awesome 
playset lets you perform super 

high jumps, epic front flips, winding 
corkscrews and backflips like you’ve seen 
in the live shows. Slam the launcher and 

send the exclusive 1:64 scale die-cast 
Bakugan Dragonoid straight up the ramp 
into Monster Jam action. Watch as your 

truck soars through the air and performs 
the tricks, nailing the landing on the 

ramp. Turn the dial to choose another 
stunt and launch your truck into action 

 again and again.  

MEGALODON  
MONSTER WASH 
Age 3+ / SRP $34.99

The Megalodon Monster Wash is the 
cleanest way to get dirty! The mega 

sized Monster Jam Truck Wash is over 
3 feet long and takes your Monster Jam 
trucks from dirty to clean and then let’s 

you do it all over again. Featuring  
color-changing memory hold 

technology, spinning brushes and spin 
to dry action – just like a real car wash! 

GRAVE DIGGER  
FREESTYLE FORCE RC 

Age 4+ / SRP $59.99

This Ultimate Champion Edition Grave 
Digger is the first and only RC that 

allows you to replicate over  
12 stunts - just like you see in the live 

show! Revolutionary wheelie balancing 
technology with dual optical sensors 

allows for insane balance that lets you 
perform crazy stunts such as front 
and back wheelies (while driving!), 

360 degree spins and epic flips! This 
exclusive Grave Digger has a premium 

metallic deco and features both a 
beginner and advanced mode so fans of 
all ages can master stunts with a push 

of a button. 
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ORBEEZ COLOR MEEZ 
Age 5+ / SRP $9.99

With the Color Meez Kit, now you can experience the magic of growing your own Orbeez and color 
them any way you want. This DIY activity kit comes with 400 clear grown Orbeez, 800 Orbeez Seeds to 
grow, and three liquid colors to transform all 1,200 Orbeez. Choose from red, yellow or blue coloring 
and add it to the tube or try out the color mixing trend you’ve seen online. Give the tube a shake, wait 
30 minutes and watch as your Orbeez water beads magically change from clear to colorful. After a 
quick rinse with water, your customized Orbeez will be ready for play!
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ORBEEZ  
SOOTHING SPA 
Age 5+ / SRP $29.99

Kick back and relax with the 
best-selling Orbeez Foot Spa. 
With a new wave design, you 
can now see and feel the 
cascading waterfall of Orbeez 
massaging your feet.
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ORBEEZ #CHALLENGE 
Age 5+ / SRP $24.99

Introducing the first ever Orbeez 
playset. This tactile compound 
play space is inspired by the 
#OrbeezChallenge and provides  
a mess free storage solution.  
Kids can easily recreate similar 
effects they see online with the  
six included unique tools and 
2,000 grown Orbeez. 
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Gimme more, more, more Orbeez! Sprinkle 
the seeds in water, and watch them  
magically transform into oh-so-satisfying,  
gotta-have-more, squishy, squeezy, super 
colourful Orbeez! What can you do with your 
Orbeez? What CAN’T you do?
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PAW Patrol™ is on a roll with Ryder and his team 
of pups ready to save the day! Whenever there’s 
trouble, just yelp for help and Chase, Marshall, 
Rubble, Zuma, Rocky and Skye will be ready for 
action no matter what comes their way. With a 

mission to work together to keep Adventure 
 Bay safe, no job is too big, no pup is too small! 
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MOTO PUPS FIGURES
Age 3+ / SRP $6.99

Join your favorite PAW Patrol pups on exciting rescue 
missions! Trading their classic uniforms for a cool Moto 

Pups uniform, the pups each wear a motorcycle jacket and 
a colored metallic helmet. When trouble strikes, the pups 
are ready for action with their transforming backpacks. 
Press their badge button to make the backpack’s tool 

transform and pop open, then use it to help save the day! 
Plus, Moto Pups also come with a golden deputy badge, 
perfect for all of your role-play adventures. Attach it to 

your shirt and become part of the PAW Patrol! 
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PULL-BACK MOTORCYCLE VEHICLES
Age 3+ / SRP $14.99

Each pup’s unique motorcycle features authentic 
graphics and details, large wheels and a pull-back 
function that allows it to perform wheelies! When 

it’s time for a high-speed mission, clip the included 
PAW Patrol figure into the driver’s seat, pull the 
vehicle back and watch it go. You can also push 

the vehicle around to play by hand. 
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Featuring sounds and a motorcycle launch ramp, this 
awesome playset looks just like the PAW Patrol’s action-packed 
headquarters from the show! Place Chase (figure included) in 
the HQ’s command center and press the large badge button 
to get your mission, activating the Moto HQ’s sound effects. 

When it’s time to head out on your mission, load Chase into his 
exclusive motorcycle (included). Push the vehicle down as you 
slide it up the ramp, until it locks in place. Press the playset’s 

small badge button to release Chase’s motorcycle.  
It races down the ramp, popping a wheelie while speeding to 
the rescue. Reset the motorcycle and pull it back up the ramp 

to launch and pop wheelies again and again! 

MOTO PUPS MOTO HQ PLAYSET 
Age 3+ / SRP $32.99
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ROCKY’S REUSE IT TRUCK 
Age 3+ / SRP $25.99
With PAW Patrol’s Rocky and his Reuse It Truck, you can recycle materials and turn them 
into tools to help you save the day. Equipped with rolling wheels and moving arms, 
Rocky’s Reuse It Truck makes it easy to play out your missions. Place Rocky behind the 
wheel and use your imagination to roll through the streets of Adventure Bay, looking for 
items to recycle. Slide the dumpster onto the truck’s arms and load it up with the metal 
cubes (two included) and get ready to turn them into something new. Push the lever on 
the truck down to make the arms lift and watch as the dumpster empties the cubes into 
Rocky’s truck, just like a real recycling truck! Slide the knob on the side of the Reuse It 
Truck and get a sneak peek at the compactor through the side window. Once the truck is 
finished recycling, your metal cubes transform into three handy tools that easily clip onto 
the truck’s arms. Use the brush to sweep the streets, pick up trash with the claw and make 
repairs with the hammer. 

S21
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MARSHALL’S  
TRANSFORMING  
CITY FIRE TRUCK 
Age 3+ / SRP $54.99

Marshall’s all-new fire truck is straight 
from the movie to put out the biggest fires 
the pups have ever seen. With two modes 
of transformation and exciting lights and 

sounds for added fun. Features the tallest 
ladder, rescue slide and net and a water 
cannon with projectiles. Also includes a 

Marshall pup figure. 

ULTIMATE CITY TOWER 
Age 3+ / SRP $159.99

The biggest ever PAW Patrol Lookout 
Tower standing at 36” tall! This is the 
biggest PAW Patrol toy ever. It is also 

vehicle compatible for the very first time 
and features ramp transformation, vehicle 
launcher, command center, suit up station, 
uniform storage, pup cubbies, a hellipad, 
pup elevator, vehicle elevator, garage and 

awesome lights and sounds.

MOVIE THEME VEHICLES
Age 3+ / SRP $14.99

Straight from the big screen, these movie themed PAW 
Patrol vehicles transform with a unique rescue tool 

reveal. Each transformation is unique to each pup and 
features their job in the movie. Collect all six pups.
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CHASE’S TRANSFORMING CITY CRUISER
Age 3+ / SRP $41.99

Chase’s all-new vehicle is straight from the movie for even 
bigger rescues. This two-in-one vehicle features armor up 

transformation, a vehicle launcher, disc projectiles, awesome 
lights and sounds and a Chase pup figure.

TRUE METAL TOTAL CITY 
RESCUE SET 

Age 3+ / SRP $41.99
Just like the city scape you see in the 

movie, this storytelling and action 
playset features iconic city locations 

from the movie. Includes an exculsive 
True Metal die-cast vehicle. The fun 

never stops - play out over five different 
action outcomes over and over again.
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PEEK-A-ROO 
Age 5+ / SRP $59.99

This adorable interactive plush animal features an innovative 
pouch that magically reveals a baby inside. How you play with 
mom influences baby’s mood. Play together with Momma and 
baby to discover how they sing, dance and cuddle together. 
Features 150 plus sounds and actions.
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Welcome to the ROO-niverse!   
Part panda, part kangaroo,  
Peek-A-Roo is a super soft, 
adorable, interactive pet.   
She, and her mystery baby,  
are so excited to meet you!
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PRESENT PETS MINI 
Age 5+ / SRP $8.99-21.99 

Unbox Present Pets Minis for a pop-up surprise! Inside, 
you’ll find your adorable new pup. Comes with an adoption 
certificate to name your pup, a doghouse, a collar and 
stickers. There are 16 adorable pups to discover and collect. 
Available in 1pk and 3pk varieties.
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FROU-FROU FANTASY CREW 
Age 5+ / SRP $54.99

These interactive pups are so excited to meet you, they unbox 
themselves! With two new themes, Princess and Fairy, and four different 
pups to discover, these playful pooches will melt your heart. Featuring 
100 new sounds and two themed interactive games.
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With Present Pets’ surprise 
unboxing, meeting your 
new pet is a magical and 
unforgettable moment!  

Which precious pup will be  
YOUR bestie? There’s only one 

way to find out!
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Get ready to bring your look to life with Purse Pets! They are 
more than a purse, more than a pet. Say hello to your new 

fashion bestie! A stylish purse that is packed with PURSEonality. 
Whatever your style, there is a Purse Pet for you!

PURSE PETS 
Age 5+ / SRP $24.99

Bring your look to life with your new fashionable friends, the Purse Pets! 
Interactive pet meets fierce fashion with three unique and trendy styles 
to choose from. Your purse really blinks and responds to your touch and 
features over 25 sounds and reactions including games and music.

F21
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CALM MINDFUL PUZZLES  
Age 8+ / SRP $15.00

In partnership with the #1 sleep and meditation app Calm, Spin Master Games introduces 
Calm Mindful Puzzles. Choose from a variety of calming scenes and vibrant landscapes. 
This premium puzzle features high quality board material and a fabric storage pouch. Your 
purchase of a Calm Puzzle includes a 30-day subscription to the Calm app, which allows you to 
pair a stunning puzzle scene with related meditation audio. Tap into greater mindfulness while 
lowering stress and improving your mood as you work on completing these 300 piece puzzles.
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RUBIK’S PERPLEXUS FUSION  
Age 8+ / SRP $19.99

Rubik’s Perplexus Fusion unites two mind-challenging puzzles in one. Roll the steel ball to the 
START space and twist the Rubik’s Perplexus to align the tracks and maneuver the ball through 
the inner maze. Roll past increasing numbers along the track on your way to the finish line 
without falling off the track. Put your skills to the test. Complete the Maze, Complete the Cube. 
The Rubik’s Perplexus Fusion helps build problem-solving skills through challenging  
and engaging gameplay.
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If you’re tired of the same-old-same games then 
Spin Master Games is for you. With fun to play, 
fast to learn games for everyone from kids to 
adults, plus a unique line of puzzles, you’re sure to 
find some new favorites. Change up the same for 
a fresh, new game from Spin Master Games and 
do game night right.
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DISNEY SIDEKICKS 
Age 10+ / SRP $29.99

Disney Sidekicks is a co-operative game for 2-4 
players. The Disney heroes have been captured and 

are being held captive in the castle. Players must 
travel through the gameboard battling villians and 

rescuing villagers all while building their powers 
to become heroes themselves. In order to win, the 
Sidekicks (players) must reach and enter the castle 
and defeat their arch Villain. Featuring five classic 
Sidekicks and their Villains, each Sidekick/Villain 

combination is unique, adding a different element 
to the game every time you play.
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GUESS IN 10  
Age 5+ / SRP $9.99

It’s “The Quick Game of Smart Questions.” Players ask 
up to 10 questions to guess the item shown on the 
game card. Each card features hints and clues that 
might teach them something new. From animals to 

places and modes of transportation to countries, kids 
will have fun while learning interesting facts about 
new and familiar things. Be the first player to earn 

seven game cards to win! Guess in 10 game themes 
include Animals, Around Town, Countries, Dinosaurs 

and Wheels, Wings and More. 

JUMANJI DELUXE  
Age 8+ / SRP $49.99

A game for those who seek to find a way to leave their world behind. Work together to 
stay alive and complete the challenges as you trek through the jungle. In this  
high-quality, electronic, movie reproduction version, roll the dice to move your piece, 
then press the dome and await your fate as it glows revealing a riddle, or event .... it is 
a mystery. Answer in the 20 seconds you have and complete the challenge. But when 
the green dome crackles to the drum sounds, it is time for a special event. If you don’t 
succeed, it will cost you a life. Better be careful! If you lose three lives, everyone loses 
the game. Discover a new adventure every time you play.

F21
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BEAT THE PARENTS 
Age 6+ / SRP $15.99

Time to get even with Beat The Parents. The game you love, 
but the stakes have been raised. Kids and parents write their 
wagers on the board and then compete through rounds of 

questions designed for kids or adults. Also includes hilarious 
physical challenges to see who the best is. Can you Beat The 

Parents to win the wager!?

HEDBANZ BLAST OFF
Age 6+ / SRP $19.99

Play Hedbanz like never before, head to head! Try to guess 
what is on your head at the same time as the other team. 
To make it even more challenging the Hedbanz now have 
timers! If you don’t solve your card in time, it will blast off 

the band. Quickly grab a new card to get back in the game. 
If your team correctly guesses three cards before your 

opponents, you win that round!
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DISNEY FAMILY FEUD 
Age 8+ / SRP $ $19.97

And the survey says .... Disney Family Feud is a 
new edition of the #1 licensed board game of 

America’s #1 favorite game show, that is fun for 
the whole family. Challenge your friends and 

family to play the classic game show right in the 
comfort of your own home with all-new Disney 
themed survey questions. Exclusive to Walmart. 
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CARDINAL LEGACY™ COLLECTION 
Age 8+ / SRP $24.99 - $79.99

From the market leader in the classic games 
category, this premium curated collection of  

all-time favorites and best-selling classics includes 
Dominoes, Mancala, Backgammon, Chess and 

Checkers, Mahjong, Cribbage and Chinese Checkers. 
Crafted with home decor in mind, the meticulous 

design features high-end materials and decorative 
finishes to elevate the board game experience. 

F21
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1:10 SCALE COLLECTOR  
DIE-CAST MOTORCYCLE

Age 5+ / SRP $12.99

1:24 SCALE DIE-CAST MOTORCYCLE 
WITH RIDER FIGURE

Age 3+ / SRP $3.99
These authentic racing replicas are highly detailed and look 
just like the powerful bikes the top pro riders use. Featuring 
realistic details and graphics, working rear suspension and 
metal die-cast motors, the 1:10 scale Supercross dirt bikes 
bring the action and excitement you’ve seen in live events 

into your home. Each 1:10 scale Supercross bike also includes 
a display stand, so you can show off your dirt bike in style. 

These authentic racing bikes include riders attached to their 
bikes and put the Supercross action in your hands. With the race 
ring looped around your finger and attached to the back of your 

rider, you can become part of the adrenaline-fueled world of 
Supercross. Roll your bike by hand, pop into wheelies, pull off 

epic tail whips, jumps, turns and more, just like you’ve seen in the 
live events. Plus, you can even wear rings on different fingers to 
race multiple bikes at once. Featuring realistic details, graphics 
and metal die-cast motors and forks, the 1:24 scale Supercross 
dirt bikes and riders look just like the real thing – only fun size! 
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One of the most exciting brands in 
motorcycle racing, Supercross, attracts 
top professional athletes from around 
the globe, chasing their dreams in the 
most prestigious stadiums to become 
the Supercross World Champion. The 

new toys entertain and inspire through 
everyday play, providing fans with 

more ways to interact with Supercross 
beyond the main event.
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RACE AND WHEELIE BIKE 
Age 4+ / SRP $8.99

This all-new race bike features break-frame styling and statement-worthy details. With 
rev-up performance, tilt the rider’s helmet forward for straight line speed or backward 
to pop into an epic wheelie. The package can even be transformed into a ramp to 
recreate jumps just like you see at the live events! Race to the finish line with the all new 
Race & Wheelie Feature Bike!
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SPRING FLOAT™ WITH HYPER-FLATE™  
VALVE TECHNOLOGY
Age 15+ / SRP $14.99 - $49.99

Spring Float™, the most comfortable, fabric-covered float 
on the market now has 3x faster inflation & deflation, 
with no pump needed! Our unique, patent-pending 
Hyper-Flate ™ Valve is engineered to increase airflow 
in, while preventing airflow out. Hyper-Flate™ takes the 
stress and struggle out of setting up your float, so there’s 
more time to relax and have fun! Deflate just as quickly 
by inserting the tail of the valve cap and folding the float 
into three compact circles for convenient portability and 
storage. Offered exclusively in the Spring Float™ line. 
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SwimWays™ takes fun to the next level! 
Our floats, toys and swim gear are 
designed for water lovers, by water 
lovers. Because we want the pool to 

be where your family and friends can 
splash, relax and be together!
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TECH DECK VS SERIES
Age 6+ / SRP $7.99

Skateboarding is all about challenging yourself, and 
challenging your friends! The Tech Deck VS Series comes 

with two boards, a small obstacle and four collectible cards. 
The back of the cards feature common fingerboard tricks 

that can be used to challenge each other and assert yourself 
as a fingerboarding champion. Comes in an assortment of  

three to drive collectability.
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NYJAH HUSTON SKATE PARK 
Age 6+ / SRP $24.99

The king of street skating and the #1 ranked skateboarder 
in the world. The licensed Nyjah Huston Skate Park is 

customizable and inspired by his own private skate park. 
Sitting at almost 2ft long, the skate park features a 2-story 
launch ramp, double hubba, quarterpipe, massive rail and 

6-set stair gap and includes an exclusive Nyjah Huston board. 
Works with the X-Connect Park Creator System 

for full customization.
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X-CONNECT PARK CREATOR
Age 6+ / SRP $14.99

Totally modular, totally awesome! The Tech Deck X-Connect 
Park Creator system is the biggest innovation in Tech Deck 

ramps ever. Build out or build up with interchangeable 
accessories. Two different sets to collect – Jump N’ Grind or 
Bowl Builder. Each includes an exclusive Tech Deck board.

Tech Deck is the only line of authentic miniature action sports 
toys featuring real graphics from the world’s biggest action 
sports brands. Tech Deck opens the door to fans of all ages 
to experience the world of skateboarding and action sports 
through collecting and play.

TECH DECK PLAY & DISPLAY 
Age 6+ / SRP $29.99

The Skateshop is a haven for skateboarders. Bring the magic 
home with the Tech Deck Play & Display. With space to hold 

24 boards, you finally have a great way to show off your 
collection. You can also transform it into a massive funbox 

without removing any of the boards! And if you want to take 
your collection on the road, no problem! This set transforms 

into a carrying case so you can take it with you anywhere.

F21
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TOCA LIFE SUBSCRIPTION BOXES 
Age 6+ / SRP $19.00 (per month)

The NAPPA award-winning Toca Life boxes are subscription boxes that bring quality, creative play to kids who love 
surprises. Each monthly box is filled with cool activities, rare items and postcards inspired by their pals at Toca Boca, 
the award winning app for kids. Every box celebrates the power of play with creative activities and DIYs that are full of 
fun and silliness. Each month delivers a brand new theme where kids might turn a room into a mini-golf course, their 
neighborhood into a Crumpet hangout, or the living room into a prank factory. Welcome to Toca Life Box!
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Celebrating its 10th anniversary this year, Toca Boca captures 
the power of play through digital toys and everyday products 
that are filled with fun and silliness that kids from any corner 
of the world can instantly relate to. Everything is designed from 
their perspective. We celebrate the diversity and quirkiness 
of their world and give them the freedom to play in ways that 
only they can dream up. There are no rules, no boundaries 
and no “right” or “wrong” way to do anything.There’s just the 
undeniable, power of play.
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Download the full 
collection of Toca Life 
Apps from the Apple  
App Store or Google  
Play Store



TWISTY KIT 
Age 5+ / SRP $14.99
For the first time ever you can create 
your very own Twisty Pet! Each kit 
comes with over 55 beads to create and 
customize with. Includes five animals, 
four charmsand a beader set up tray.
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Twistable. Wearable. Fashionable!  
Twisty Petz are the sparkly gems  

that transform from a pet into the  
perfect accessory!



Enter the Wizarding World and discover 
innovative products based on the Harry 
Potter films including dolls; figures and 
accessories; playsets; select vehicles; 
games; feature plush and role play/
dress up categories.
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HARRY, HERMIONE, LUNA AND CHO
8-INCH STYLIZED DOLLS

Age 5+ / SRP $9.99-19.99
These stylized dolls inspired by the Harry Potter films 

encourage storytelling and reliving favorite moments from 
the feature films! The 8-inch dolls feature five points of 

articulation, rooted hair and a wand accessory. Each come 
in their authentic Hogwarts school uniform. Choose from 
Harry, Hermione, Luna and Cho or collect all four dolls for 
extended play. The Brilliant Hermione Giftset features her 
cat Crookshanks, iconic pink hoodie outfit and Time Turner 

from the Prisoner of Azkaban. You can also play with the 
included cauldron and potion bottle, perfect for recreating 

the infamous Hermione brewing Polyjuice potion scene!

ENCHANTING HEDWIG™ 
INTERACTIVE PLUSH

Age 5+ / SRP $39.99
One of your favorite owls, Hedwig can now be your loyal 

companion and help you recreate your favorite Harry Potter 
film scenes. The magic begins when Hedwig comes to life with 

realistic features, movements and sounds. This innovative, 
interactive plush moves her beak, flaps her wings and turns 

her head 270˚ degrees just like a real owl. Featuring intuitive 
ruffle detection, she can distinguish the direction of petting 
-she doesn’t like to be pet the wrong way! Hedwig will also 

recognize and respond to the tone of your voice. If you speak 
lovingly, she will respond with happy coos. What would a 
Wizarding World owl be without their letter? Enchanting 

Hedwig™ comes with a Hogwarts envelope that she holds 
in her beak. Only friends with the secret combination of 

interactions will be able to get Hedwig to release the letter. 
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MAGICAL MINIS HOGWARTS CASTLE™, 
SMALL DOLLS & PLAYSETS

Age 5+ / SRP $64.99
Build your world of Magical Minis! Enter the Wizarding World 

with this amazing replica of Hogwarts Castle. Standing at almost 
2 ft tall, relive the excitement of the hallowed halls, featuring 

interactive lights, sounds and magical elements for spellbinding 
adventures with Hermione and friends. Imagine being sorted 

in the Great Hall, learning all new spells from your favorite 
professors or even interacting with Moaning Myrtle in her 

bathroom that includes a secret surprise! With 12 accessories 
and an exclusive 3-inch Hermione small doll included, endless 

journeys abound as you can expand the adventure with the 
Magical Minis world of classroom playsets (sold separately) and 

small dolls (sold separately), which all fit inside.
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